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Welcome to our 73rd edition of the newsletter. Included in this months newsletter are arti-
cles on LEADER funding, fertiliser spreading, soil testing, farm theft, farming incomes, EU 
dairy crisis, lame cows and the feed and fertiliser updates. 
Your feedback and comments are most welcome. If clarification is required, please contact 
the article contributor or for more articles and news visit www.fcgagric.com.  
 
Edited by Phil Cooper of David Bardgett Ltd and The Farm Consultancy Group Tel 
07798 673665. 

 

With fertiliser prices on the rise again it is even more important to get your spreader checked out 
over the winter ready for next season.  Don’t just pack it up in the hedge and assume it will be ok 
next year.  Spreading accuracy needs checking annually and when fertiliser products change, 
e.g. moving from Urea to AN.  The British Survey of Fertiliser Practice shows that 45% of farmers 
do not get their machine tray checked annually or even less frequently. 
 
Inaccurate spreading is uneconomical as it can lead to too much fertiliser being spread, leading 
to waste, lodging in cereals or scorch damage, or under applications which leads to reduced 
yields and lower disease resistance.  As well as the wrong amount being applied, an unchecked 
spreader can have an irregular spread pattern, which can result in crops not receiving the correct 
amount or too much. 
 
The cost of inaccurate spreading can be demonstrated in a crop of wheat.  If the application rate 
is out by +/- 50 kgs N/ha it can lead to a reduction in crop margin of £25-£30 per hectare, see 
FACTS Fertiliser Matters October 2016. 
 
Checking your spreader regularly may not be the most exciting thing to do, but it pays to 
be accurate.  To discuss this further contact Phil Cooper on 07798 673665.  

Some good news to come out recently is that the LEADER funding is likely to continue in 2017.  There had been 
a level of concern that the Chancellor would decide to not continue with this funding stream when he gave his 
autumn statement.  Most LAG’s have now confirmed that funding will be available in 2017 and are starting to 
look for projects to support. 
 
In the Sherborne office of FCG we are currently working on a number of applications of funding including: 
 

 Conversion of barns into light industrial units. 

 Milk bottling plant. 

 Milk vending machine. 

 Farm shop. 

 Shepherd huts for glamping. 

 
If you are interested in applying for a grant or wonder whether a project you are looking at may qualify, 

then please contact Phil Cooper on 07798 623665 to discuss your project. 

http://www.fcgagric.com
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I have heard lots of farmers and advisers say in the last 12 months that one strategy to cut costs is to increase milk 
from forage.  But very few talk about growing more and utilising more (wasting less) forage per Ha or per Acre.  This 
strategy has to start with finding out what nutrients are in your soil, but how many of you have a soil analysis result from 
the last three years of EACH field on your farm? And what percentage of the results has been acted on? 
 
Land is very valuable to own and costly to rent if you are not growing the potential crop, be it grass or maize or an ara-
ble crop.  Yet the collective annual soil analysis report we receive from the laboratory nationally we use, shows the fol-
lowing percentages of grassland soil samples which had the optimum individual nutrients.  
 
Phosphorous (P)   29%  
Potash (K)  26%  
Magnesium (Mg)   41%  
Soil pH    6.1 (5.95 in 2015) 
 
You may say that these results should be low as when one tests a soil, one is expecting a deficiency but also one tests 
1-2 years after the remedial action is taken to see what the new soil nutrient level is, post application. Conversely there 
are a lot of soils especially grassland which have never been tested even on intensive livestock farms and some of 
these will be very low or imbalanced for nutrients. 
 
Farmers are reluctant to use Nitrogen sometimes as they feel that they don’t get an adequate response.  Maybe the soil 
is too acidic, or it doesn’t have enough phosphate to get the soil roots working in the spring.  Each hectare of land is 
worth tens of thousands of pounds, yet we keep putting the same old nutrients on expecting a better response. A small 
MOT (called a soil test) costing as little as £2/ha may help enlighten you on what might be wrong.  Also digging some 
test holes with a spade this time of the year when the soil is more pliable, can highlight compaction and what life is 
physically like beneath ground level. 
 

This is the time of year to soil test when no nutrients are being applied.  If you are serious about actually stop-

ping the feed bill increasing, it starts with spending maybe £350 on 20 fields tested for a 200 cow dairy farmer.  

Get your agronomist to take these soil samples, or analysis kits are available from the office on 01935 850093, 

or contact Gerard on 07976 426420. 

Is your farm protected in the best practical way to protect against theft and are you correct-
ly insured? 
 
Just this weekend, a farm that I am involved with had a tractor and feed wagon stolen 
overnight, and from people I follow on Twitter, there have been quite a few different farm 
thefts in the area recently. 
 

I know many of us look upon it as a hassle to take the keys out if you just want to jump in and use the tractor, or having 
to lock the yard at night.  In this case, both of these preventative actions were taken.  After unsuccessfully trying to ram 
the gates, the culprits managed to jimmy the lock open before taking off with the tractor and hitched feed wagon. 
 
It’s not just the hassle of it all but also the inconvenience of not having a tractor and feed wagon with which to feed the 
cows, especially now that we are moving into winter. 
 
Recently a local insurance agent told me that insurance companies are now offering a reasonable discount on tractor 
insurance (some up to 20%) for those registered under the CESAR (Construction and Agricultural Equipment Security 
and Registration) Scheme.  Some newer larger tractors have this fitted as standard as they leave the factory but it can 
be retrofitted.  The cost to retrofit this would be approximately £120 + VAT per vehicle.   
 
To find out more information regarding the scheme and to find your nearest dealer to retrofit existing tractors visit 
www.cesarscheme.org 
 
For advice talk to your local NFU office, Rural Crime Team, or independent security companies to see how to improve 
your on-farm security to reduce the chances of theft.  I think we’ve all learnt that quad bikes are easy pickings and most 
people now lock them up at night but while we don’t want to make things so inconvenient that no one does them, we 
need to be increasingly aware of improving on farm security as practically as possible to prevent theft. 
 

For an alternative Broker to quote on your farm insurance, contact Andrew on 07177 442888. 

http://www.cesarscheme.org
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With producer prices at critical levels for two and a half years, the sector has launched a debate on the milk mar-
ket situation with members from across the EU in a meeting in Brussels on 31st October. 
 
The Milk and Dairy Products Chairman, Thierry Roquefeui said: “Discussions today showed that dairy farmers 
across Europe are still facing low prices and cash flow difficulties, despite a constant improvement in dairy com-
modity prices in the past four months.  We are therefore urging member states to make sure that support from 
the recently agreed €350 million aid package reaches farmers as soon as possible.” 
 
EU milk production has reportedly dropped by 2% in June compared to the same month in 2015 and by 1.4% in 
July.  It is expected to go down further over the remainder of the year. 
 
With Brussels meeting’s clearly showing that there is awareness amongst EU offi-
cials of the plight of their dairy farmers, it will be interesting to see what may come 
of this.  Watch this space and make the most of any opportunities.  
 

To discuss future cashflow implications on your business, of falling milk 

production, lower beef prices, with rising milk prices and increased costs 

due to currency inflation, contact Sophie Cligg on 07496 587011.  

The sterling exchange rate is constantly in the news due to the BREXIT effect on the value of sterling.  Since 
June, sterling is approximately 20% lower in value vs the dollar and the euro.  Since the US and Europe are two 
of our main trading partners, this will mean a 5ppl increase in milk price and £25/T increase in corn prices. 
  
Historically over the last 25 years, farming’s fortunes can be tracked quite closely vs the euro exchange rate.  
When sterling falls in value, commodity prices rise and BPS/SFP subsidies rise in sterling terms, and vice versa. 
 
Total Income from Farming and Currency, 1990 to 2015 - Source: DEFRA 

 
 

With the fall in sterling, we are beginning to see prices rise.  Are we now in for a period of improved prices, irre-
spective of the weather and market forces?  That may well depend on the future value of sterling, which will de-
pend on the political and economic fallout in the next two years from BREXIT. 
 
I will not even hazard a guess as the experts are unsure, as currently sterling value seems to be driven by politi-
cal views rather than hard economic data!  
 

Have you a plan going forward to increase your farming profit in the future? What will you do differently 

when prices begin falling again in the future?  To help you make a plan to ensure your business is more 

robust and to better cope with adversities in the future, contact Gerard Finnan on 07976 426420 for an 

informal confidential discussion to see how we could help your business achieve its goals. 

https://www.farminguk.com/News/-UK-milk-buyers-must-act-responsibly-and-reflect-the-true-value-of-farmgate-milk-_44595.html
https://www.farminguk.com/News/52-000-farmers-from-27-EU-countries-participate-in-Milk-Production-Reduction-Scheme_44302.html
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Disclaimer: Whilst every care is taken to provide accurate information, no liability can be accepted for any omission or inaccuracy of fact 

or opinion. These comments are for general guidance only. For specific recommendations consult the signposted consultant. 

This article follows on from my article two months ago, regarding the importance of monitoring your herd’s 
Body Condition Score (BCS) and Phil’s article last month regarding financial implications of Lameness in 
Cows.  
 
There has been plenty of publicity the last two years about the work done by Professor Jon Huxley, from 
Nottingham University, regarding the link between cow BCS and lameness.  I was lucky enough to organise 
the very first talk that he gave on the subject and have since seen follow up articles where Professor Huxley 
states that not enough people are listening to the results of the research and therefore changing the out-
come of lameness on farm. 
 
Recent research shows that if or as a cow loses condition, she loses it 
from the recently discovered fat pads in her feet, which causes more 
freedom of the pedal bone and therefore increased incidences of sole 
ulcers, along with other problems. 
 
His research has shown that it is thin cows that go lame, rather than 
lame cows that go thin.  On any given day, a cow with a condition 
score below 2.25 has a greater chance of going lame than one with a 
higher BCS. 
 
This work suggests that, “managing body condition score loss until peak yield is a key mechanism for lame-
ness prevention”.  It is the extent of loss, the rate of loss and when the loss occurs that are crucial. 
 
BCS loss can be managed through the correct rationing of diets.  You should never see a diet that shows 
condition loss, assuming correct BCS (2.5-3.0 for a Holstein) at calving.  Yes, loss occurs after calving but it 
is about reducing and minimising this loss.  If your nutritionist is budgeting a loss of BCS after calving in 
their suggested diets, ask them why, because all they are doing is compounding the problem. 
 

To discuss solutions to minimise the body condition loss in your cows post calving, please contact 

Andrew on 07177 442888.  

 
FCG Sherborne Office:  

 
Tel/Fax: 01935 850093 

Email:  
midwest@fcgagric.com 

 
4 Trent Court 

Trent, Sherborne 
Dorset, DT9 4SL 

 

Over the last month it has been the decrease in the value of the pound that has affected the price of both 
feed & fertiliser.  At week ending 4

th
 November, the pound had its biggest rally for some time on the news 

that the high court has insisted that parliament should have a vote on Brexit.  The Governor of the Bank of 
England remaining in his position may help also. 
 
Personally, I think this leads to more uncertainty.  By the time you read this, I expect we will know the result 
of the US elections, which will be the next big effect on currency and world markets.   

 
 Feed - Soya prices have been decreasing recently, decreasing to 

around the £315/t with rape following suit at around £185/t.  Wheat has 
been holding steady around £142/t. 
 
Fertilisers - Urea has been hitting highs of around the £240/t mark this 
last week, so it seems to be increasing about £10/t per week over the 
last month and AN has also been creeping up to around £195/t for Janu-
ary delivery.  Each week seems to end with CF withdrawing prices, so 
everyone follows suit before a new price is issued early the following 
week. 
 

Speak to Andrew on 07177 442888 to enquire about specific prices 

and payment options. 


